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Abstract

In this thesis the origin of the Ries and the Steinheim
craters  is  discussed.  Since  both  the  ancient
astenospheric uplift and tracks of the mantle plume
under the Urach diatremes field are discovered [18],
we assume that the hotspot of the plume could have
moved  from  Urach  towards  the  East  through  the
Steinheim-Ries basin in Miocene. It could have been
the reason for the craters origin in the same places.

1. Introduction

The  Ries/Steinheim basin  lies  in  the  center  of  the
European Volcanic Province (EVP) that extends from
the Central Massif in France to the Pannonian basin
in  eastern  Europe  [4].  Further,  the  Ries/Steinheim
basin, as well as the diatremes fields of Urach to the
West and the Bohemia to the East from this basin, are
parts of the common aulakogen, i.e., an ancient rift
arch [11]). Both the ancient astenospheric uplift and
tracks of the mantle plume under the Urach field are
discovered [9,  18].  In  fact,  continental  hotspots
correlate with rifts and points of intersection/junction
rifts and faults.  The linear fault  between the Urach
field  and  the  Ries  crater  is  parallel  to  both  the
tectonic rampart of  basis and to the cliff line of the
ancient ocean Tethys [3]. Moreover, the Ries crater is
located  at  the  junction  of  two  magmatic  zones,
namely, the tectonic anticline fold of the Tauber-Ries
axis and the shoreline of the Danube flexure in the
Schwab Alps [3]. Hence, we assume that the hotspot
of  the  mantle  plume  could  have  moved  from  the
Urach  diatremes  field  to  the  Steinheim-Ries  basin
and further to the Bohemia-Carpathia in the East.

2. Effects of the hotspot moving

The  high  flux  of  the  mantle-derived  convection
magma led to a high flux of heat, hot geotherms and
the diapirism in the Urach-Steinheim-Ries structure.
Thus,  calcite  in  Ries  glasses  could  be  either  as
primary or as the melilite metamorph like in Urach
diatremes.  Such  metamorphism  is  the  property  of
olivine  mililitites,  assoсiated  with  kimberlites  [6].

The origin of both autolites and splash-lapilli in the
craters are explainable  by means of compress gases
rapid  penetration  into a  free  space  above degassed
magma  [6]. Note that the rims of  Ries suevites are
similar  to  the  glassy  rims  of  melilitite  cores  from
Urach lapilli tuffs. Probably, this is the indicator their
similar mechanism  of  origin.  Rims  could  have
formed either by the cooling of magma analogous to
rims in kimberlite autolites [6] or later during the hot
convection by ignimbrite currents in the crater  [16].
Hence, these effects originated not from an impact,
but from endogenic activity.

3. The Steinheim сrater

The structure of the Steinheim crater remained intact.
However, in contrast to other craters, the Steinheim
crater does not possess an ejecta blanket. This can be
neither  attributed  to  full  erosion, nor  to  porous
surface  in  or  around the  crater  [4].  The  Steinheim
crater has an unusual central peak (of D ~ 900 m and
~ 50 m above the basin floor), similar to a volcanic
geoblem typically formed during lava  eruptions.  If
the  Steinheim  crater  did  not  originated  from  an
impact, then both shatter cones and shock quartz are
not exclusively indicators for the meteorite impacts.
Hence,  this  supports  the  assumption  that  the
interaction  of  shock  waves  with  the  surface  is  not
understand yet in detail [3, 7].  In fact,  shatter cones
can form during atomic tests [5] as well as from gas
explosions of erupting volcanoes [3]. Brittle-ductile
structures well-known in the Earth's  deep [2, 3, 6].
Hence, a part  of the shattering deposits could have
been uplifted to the surface by mantle plumes.

4. The Urach diatremes field

Reverse  magnetic  anomalies  of  volcanoes  in
Germany happened in the Miocene  [12], that is the
time when the peak in Earth's tectonic active cycles
was registered  [10].  Note that  the second from the
three Styrian volcanic events in Austria had a peak
14.74 My ago [14] which is coincided with the Ries-
Steinheim craters  age. In  addition,  compact  tektite
groups were found both in Austria and at the Austria-
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Czech  boundary.  Tuff  horizons  in  Central  Europe
deposited from 15.5 Ma to 13.2 Ma could have had
the  synchronism with  the  Carpathian-Pannonian
volcanic field which was at that time the only active
region  producing  explosive  calc-alkaline  felsic
volcanism [13]. Ash OSM horizons deposited in the
middle Miocene in sediments in both the Swiss Alps
and in  South  Germany,  correlate  with other  tephra
deposits  in  Europa  [13].  These  ash  OSM horizons
were deposited  between  15.5-13.0 Ma,  the time of
volcanic activity in Central Europe. Hence, chemical
divergency of IMR in both the melt inside the Ries
suevites and near the Ries first ring rampart [1], can
be  explained  by  recurrent  endogenic  fluids  of
different  age  in  the  Ries  region. In  that  case  the
reverse  remanent  magnetization  in  Ries  suevites
lying  under  sediments  with  normal  remanent
magnetization, can be connected to one of the reverse
magnetism periods at that time.  Since the  repeating
volcanic activity of the Urach fields (20-11 My)  is
older than the Ries  crater  age (15 My)  [15,  17], a
hotspot  moving  from  the  Urach  towards  the  East
could have resulted in formation of the Ries crater,
but  not  vice  versa.  Probably,  the  movement  of  the
hotspot  could  have  been  associated  with  the  Alps
expansion in the Miocene as well.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Taking into account all arguments, we claim that the
origin of both Ries and Steinheim craters is related to
the hotspot moving across the EVP, rather than to an
impact event.
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